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Purpose of the Analysis

• Architecture and design of gas stations is important to the City 
since gas stations are often located along City’s major corridors 
and/or along major intersections

• Determine if the city’s current regulations are adequately 
addressing gas station canopy architecture and building design

• Review other cities’ regulations to determine appropriate and 
effective regulations

• Determine if amendments to city’s Zoning Code are necessary
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Context: Evolution of the Gas Station Canopy

• Originally - Curbside distribution of fuel in a crude and 
rudimentary process along every town’s main street

• Now - A sophisticated corporate distribution program that 
offers a branded product

• As gas stations have increased the number of pumps, so have 
the size of canopies

• Increased canopy sizes has resulted in increased signage
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Vintage Gas Stations
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Pictorial Review of Existing Conditions

• Very utilitarian, not architecturally distinctive

• Horizontal Flat Roofs

• Color banding and other signage

• Some stations have very long canopies. Some have smaller, 
multiple canopies.

• Some stations have canopies that only cover the pumps while 
others have canopies that cover both the pumps as well as the 
enclosed structure.

• Design of Canopy does not reflect design of principal structure
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BP (Federal Hwy and SE 9 St) 
Chevron (Powerline and SW 3 St) 

Marathon (Atlantic and SE 28 Ave)

RaceTrac (Atlantic Blvd and NW 6 Ave)

Sunoco (Dixie near Copans)

Valero (Federal and Atlantic)
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City’s Existing Regulations

• Zoning Code Section 155.4303.E :
b. The canopy shall have a maximum height of 15 feet, as measured from the finished 
grade to the underside of the canopy.

c. The design of the canopy, including any columns, shall match the design and 
exterior building materials of the principal building.

d. A canopy covering fuel pumps may include logos or trademarks, but shall not 
include any other signage or advertising except as authorized by the Sign Code.

e. In addition to meeting the standards of Part 4 (Exterior Lighting) of Article 5: 
Development Standards, a canopy shall not be internally illuminated and any lighting 
on the canopy shall be fully recessed into the canopy and shall not extend downward 
beyond the ceiling of the canopy.

f. A canopy may be located in front of the principal structure.

• The above standards are an improvement over the old Zoning Code, but still 
potential room for improvement. For instance, color banding is still permitted.
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New Wawa
(3601 N Federal Hwy)

Comments:
 Canopy’s architecture does not reflect architecture of 

building

 Signage on canopy posts

 Partially-clad posts to match building façade accents

 No striping / accent banding

New RaceTrac
(3207 N Federal Hwy)

Comments:
 Canopy’s roof and architecture does not 

reflect architecture of building

 Canopy’s color scheme is not consistent 
with building

 The accent banding acts as signage on 
canopy

 Length of canopy is ~75 FT longer than 
length of building

 Posts cladding to match primary building 9



Preferred Design

• Canopies that are “brand neutral”

• Canopy design and architecture that is consistent with the 
adjacent Convenience Store / Principal structure

• Canopies that are physically connected to adjacent 
Convenience Store / Principal structure

• Designs that enhance corridor

• Designs that enhance intersection

• Site design with designated walking paths between the pumps, 
the store and canopies

• Integration of solar power
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• Shape and materials of canopy 

of roof are consistent with 

building’s architecture. 

• Solar Panels integrated on roof.

• Shape and materials of canopy of 

roof are consistent with building’s 

architecture.

• Canopy size is similar to store. 

• Canopy fully 

integrated into 

overall building 

structure

• Shape and materials of canopy 

of roof are consistent with 

building’s architecture.

• Shape and materials of 

canopy of roof are 

consistent with 

building’s architecture.

• Canopy is physically 

connected to building

• Shape and materials of canopy of roof are 

consistent with building’s architecture.

• Two smaller canopies instead of one larger 

canopy
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Review: Florida Municipal Regulations of 
Gas Station Canopies

• Lee County, FL
• Jupiter, FL
• Tampa, FL
• West Melbourne, FL
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Lee County, FL
Sec. 34-1353 - Convenience food and beverage stores, automotive service stations, fast 
food restaurants, and car washes. 

(g) Canopies. 
(1) Flat-roof canopies are prohibited. Canopies must be consistent with the architectural design and 
features of the principal structure. 

(3) Canopies must be of one color, consistent with the predominant color of the principal structure. 

(h) Accent banding. Color accent banding on all structures, including canopies, is prohibited. 

Comments:
 Canopy is connected to 

principal structure
 The design is “brand neutral”
 The shape of the canopy and 

signage are consistent with 
principal structure
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Jupiter, FL
Sec. 27-1088. - Land development regulations for all automotive fueling stations. 

(5) Fueling area canopies:

a. Shall be consistent with the architectural design, details, colors, features and style of the principal building 
(convenience store)

b. Signage on canopies is prohibited.

c. Shall not exceed a height of 18 feet to the top of the flat roof or to the midpoint of a pitched roof 

d. Shall have a maximum length parallel to the primary abutting street of 120 feet

Sec. 27-1089. - Regulations for automotive fueling stations with 11 fueling positions to a maximum of 16 fueling 
positions. 

(2) Architecture for fueling area canopies:

a. Shall be a pitched or hip roof

b. The supports of the canopy shall have architectural details consistent with the style of the convenience store (e.g. 
historically correct columns or posts, bases, arches, brackets, exposed rafter tails, etc.) 

Comments:
 Canopy is connected to 

principal structure
 The design is “brand neutral”
 The shape of the canopy and 

signage are consistent with 
principal structure
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Tampa, FL

• The design elements of the pump island, canopy, and the primary building shall be 
aesthetically compatible, using similar colors, materials, and architectural details. 

• The pump island canopy is encouraged to be integrated with the roof structure of the 
primary building. The sides of the pump island canopy shall reflect the color and building 
materials of the primary building. All pump island canopy supports shall be clad in brick, 
stone, or wood. Striping, neon, and illuminated panels are not permitted on the pump 
island canopy.

• Canopies are the minimum height needed for clearance and shall not be used for signage. 

• Canopies should have peaked roofs or roofs designed as to not appear as one plane. 

• Multiple canopies rather than one large canopy are encouraged. 

• Pump island canopy lighting fixtures shall be completely recessed into the canopy, and 
shall be shielded such that the lamp source is not visible and glare is not created. No 
lighting shall be permissible on top or on the side (fascia) of the pump island canopy. 

• Design for sidewalk connections, such as between the pump island and primary building, 
should provide efficient and safe circulation for both vehicles and pedestrians. 
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West Melbourne, FL

c. Prohibited:

2. Striping, neon and illuminated panels.

3. Exposed standard concrete block canopy and supports without architectural finish.

4. Lights mounted on the fascia or top of the canopy.

1. Overall design. 

i. The design elements of the building, canopy and service islands shall be architecturally 
compatible (color, materials, massing, detailing and overall architectural design). 

ii. The overall design of the facility shall be aesthetically compatible with surrounding 
properties. 

iii. All amenities such as lighting fixtures, trash cans and other features shall be compatible with 
the design of the building.

i. Canopy supports are encouraged to be at least 25 percent clad in brick, masonry, wood or 
other similar material that is compatible with the architecture of the building, however, staff 
recognizes metal supports are appropriate with certain architectural styles. 

ii. Cladding of the supports must be proportioned to the height and scale of the canopy.

iii. All downspouts shall be integrated into the canopy structure.

iv. Canopy fascia shall be finished to match the building material and color.

v. Fascia shall extend 12 inches below light fixture lenses to block the direct view of the light 
sources from the property line. 
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Recommendations

• Require decorative cladding of canopy supports posts with material that is 

consistent with the architectural treatment of the principal building’s façade.

• Require canopy to be physically integrated with the roof structure of the primary 

building. 

• Require the roof pitch to match that of the principal structure.

• Prohibit all signage, including logos and trademarks on the canopy and canopy 

support posts.

• Require canopies to be of one color. Prohibit striping or color accent banding on 

the canopy. 

• Require the design elements of the principal building, canopy and service islands 

to be architecturally compatible (color, materials, massing, detailing and overall 

architectural design). 

• Limit maximum length of canopy.

• Design for sidewalk connections, such as between the pump island and primary 

building, should provide efficient and safe circulation for both vehicles and 

pedestrians. 
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